To Adjust Height:

Step 1 Engage the Release Paddle with one hand.

Step 2 Using both hands, raise or lower the Work Surface to the desired height.

Step 3 Table should rise and lower easily.

If the table is difficult to raise, turn the Counterbalance – Spring tension adjuster (found on the right side of the underside of the Work Surface) clockwise.

If the table is difficult to lower, turn the Counterbalance – Spring tension adjuster counterclockwise.

Step 4 Table will automatically lock into position once the Paddle is released.
Better for the environment. Better for today’s employees.

Float is among the most sustainable height-adjustable tables on the market today. Made predominantly of aluminum and steel, Float is built for a long, serviceable life, as backed by its five (5) year warranty. Using its own seamless counterbalance rather than electricity, Float is also far more energy efficient than powered height-adjustable tables.

Float not only provides a sustainable solution for the contemporary office, but also helps to improve the health, comfort and productivity of the employees who use it.